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Forum 97 by Cable TV 
Since the 80 s after the Sino-British 
Joint Declarator!, Hong Kong people has al-
ready started to discuss and concern the po-
litical issues. The awareness about Hong Kong 
future development are now gradually in-
creased especially after Hong Kong enters into 
the post-transitional state. Those issues not 
melely the politics, but also the economics, 
mass media, religion and education,etc. 
The Last Governor of HK 
Existing State 
Background 
Hong Kong current situation: Political Background 
After the handover of Hong Kong to China, the 
political power and the structure of the government have 
been changed. Now, Hong Kong is under a new political 
environment of SAR of the People Republic of China. 
The issues about the freedom of expression, the inde-
pendence of mass media have become a hot topics and 
is one of the great concerns of local people and foreign 
cou tries. 
Following the selection of the first SAR chief ex-
ecutive and the setting up of the provisional legislature 
which have already heightened our concerns about the 
China's future policies towards Hong Kong media and 
towards the freedom of expression. Being a member of 
Hong Kong, in order to keep in phase with Hong Kong 
society and able to understand Hong Kong's current situ-
ation and to carry out 'direct business on our own', we 
should equip ourselves and keep our eyes open. We 
strongly need an open forum which allows us to discuss 
the current issues and receive different feedback from 
others. That is the reason of setting up the City Forum by 
RTHK and the Forum of the New Era by Cable TV. These 
existing activities strongly show our desire to channel our 
voice to the government. 
However, discussions without back-
ground knowledge is meaningless so eduction 
is another important step. 
1 
NewsoaDer and magazines^ 
Though Hong Kong is a very small city, 
it has a total of 70 daily newspapers in which 
40 are Chinese newspaper and 6 are English 
one. For the average, there will be one set of 
newspaper every 2-3 people which is greater 
than the world average which is one set of 
newspaper every 10 people. ( Sun Pao 65/6/ 
97). This shows the fast development of press 
industry in Hong Kong. Also, at the same time 
this indicate the great demands of Hong Kong 
people on multi-media information. 
According to a research which was 
carried out around the transition about press 
freedom in Asia. Among several Asian 
countries, press freedom of Hong Kong is in 
the second place just lags behind Philiphine. 
For the quality of news, Hong Kong also has 
a high ranking. That means, up to now, Hong 
Kong still has a rather free and open 
atmosphere of the press instead of under 
harsh censershop. Optimatiscally to say, Hong 
Kong people has a certain extent of space 
which allow them to discuss and critise on the 
issues that happened in our society. 
Over commercialisation of Media organisation 
Recently, some of the media 
organisation have buried their media con-
scienc6 in order to compete for more mar-
kets & readers and increase their profit. Many 
magazines and newspapers are using a more 
exaggerated way of reporting news. The 
temptation to sensationalise increases. With 
the overflowing of various information, how 
can we digest them objectively and critically? 
We need a means which can help us to 
analyse, to digest and organise those over-
flowing information. It is neccessary to pro-
vide the public with various choices and in-
Existing State 
Background of current Mass Media (TV 
Existing State 
formation. 
That is the importance of mass 
media education. This relates to edu-
cate the public to know communication 
process, to understand mass media and 
being critical to the message they re-
ceive through mass media and to know 
how to maintain our rights of being an 
audience and receiver.'When the pub-
lic can be able to orientate themselves 
to mass media actively, rationally, criti-
cally and objectively, the quality of mass 
media can then be improved, at the 
same time, the negative effect of mass 
media can reduced gradually.' 
_ 
with others. 
Other than forum activities, memorial activities like the June 4 memo-
rial candle gathering in Victoria Park has further proved the importance of 
social gathering to channel our feeling to the government and sharing with 
others. However, there are no existing permanent structure or a builidng to 
house those activities. Now, the Sunday City Forum and the Forum 97 are 
held under temporary structure without a well designed or purpose-built envi-
ronment for mass gathering. In order to further encourage these kind of 
disscussion purpose forum, a well designed and purpose-built architecture is 
ecessay. 
Deficiency of Understanding on Mass Media 
However, discussion without background knowledge is meaningless. 
In order to improve the process of communication and providing background 
knowledge to the public, there is a potential to further provide educational 
Existing State 
Existing Problems 
Deficiency of Gathering Place 
With the fast development of mass media and communication, various 
kinds of technologies of transmitting and receiving news and information has 
undergone vast revolution. The great development of technology of communi-
cation makes us no longer isolated from the external world. The distance be-
tween us and the external world has greatly shortened. However, at the same 
time, the fast development of mass media has also weakened the social con-
tact of human beings.Social gathering and social contact is necessary in an 
open country which help to create a sense of belonging and an awareness of 
the existence of ourselves. That is why there are many public events like Sun-
Cay City Forum and Thursday Forum 97. These fora provide opportunities for 





facilities and information resources facilities to enhance the function of F -
RUM. A new forum which aims to be an all-round centre, with equal emphasis 
on being a forum for discussion, an education centre and a source of knowl-
edge, information and ideas as well as a medium for the public to channel their 
voice. It would be more complete rather than just serving the discussion pur-
pose or the education purpose alone. This new City Forum is not just a solemn 
museum nor a scholar research centre, but an informal and lively gathering 
place for professional, politicians and the public alike. 
There is no existing centre which is dedicated to serve the function for 
the promotion of news and media, there is no prototype of news and media 
centre. The aims of the study would then focus on the search for an ideal 
model for a news and media centre. 
In today's Hong Kong, the news we received everyday has been gone 
through a gate keeping process which is a screening process undertaken by 
different media organisations. In other words, the news we read everyday may 
not represent the reality as this gate-keeping process is controlled by different 
media organisations. 
Ideally, a media organisation should function to provide public enlight-
enment. i.e. 
• to achieve the most learning about consequential current issues and 
events for the largest number of people 
• to gather and report information of importance and interests to the public 
accurately, honestly and impartially 
• to gather and distribute news and opinion so as to inform the people 
/ / / wm 
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Existing State 
Client Profile 
Government - The Information Services Department 
The Information Services Department, also known as (iover ment in-
formation Services(GIS), serves as the government's public relations consult-
ant, publisher, advertising agent and news agency. It provides a communica-
tion link between the Government and the people through newspapers, televi-
sion, raio, magazines and other media. It provides the link between the admin-
istration and the media and, through the latter, enhances public understanding 
of government policies, decisions and activities. 
The department is organised into six divisions- News and Media 
Reseasrch, Public Relationships, Publicity, Overseas Public Relations, Visits, 
and Administration. ’ 
According to the research and study carried by Department of Journal-
ism and Communication, HK Information Services Department is one of the 
10 most credible news organisations in Hong Kong's media, (from "Press Free-
dom and Political Transition in Hong Kong: A Summary of the Hong Kong 
Journalist Survey 1996"). This indicates the quality of the news of ISD is cred-
ible. 
The main aims* of the department are :_ 
• to convey to the public information 
on, and to increase public under-
standing of, Government policies, 
decisions, activities and services; 
• to keep the Government informed 
of public opinion as expressed in the 
media and to advise on public re-
action to Government policies and 
plans; 
• to promote Hong Kong's image 
overseas; 
• to arouse interest in, and educate 
the public on, major issues of con-
cern, and to create greater public 
awareness of civic responsiblities; 
and 
• to serve as the Government's pub-
lishing agency. 
The Public Campaign 










The performance pledge of the department:-
• issues of press releases and distribution of press photos 
• dealing with enquiries from the media and the public 
• arranging media facilities such as press briefings conferences, inter-
views and media visits 
• assistance to Hong Kong based foreign correspondents and news agen-
cies, overseas visiting journalists and overseas film crews 
• sales of publications, photos and slides 
• distribution of free publications and leaflets 
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Existing State 
Client Scenario 
With the coming of post-transitional stage of 
Hong Kong, Hong Kong people tend to know more, 
their basic needs to know grow, change and become 
boundless, this pushing the frontiers of news. How-
ever, the mass media organisations of Hong Kong 
tend to become over commercialised and are mar-
ket-driven. It is a time to help the public and the news 
media understand one another better. Also, to estab-
lish a discussion purpose forum as well as educa-
tional facilities that can help the general public and 
professional to orientate themselves critically against 
the overflowing of information and at the same time 
to create a bridge between the public and the new 
government of SAR. A place which dedicated to free 
press, free speech and free spirit can fosters the com-
munication between the public, mass media and the 
government. 
The creation of this place can further pushes 
our mission of increasing public understanding of 
Government's policies and activities and public's 
awareness of their civic rights and responsibilities. To 
keep the Government informed of public opinion and 
keep the public and the new generation being edu-
cated and be critical and sensitive to their living envi-





Potential to build a centre about the media 
Through this centre to take visitors behind the scenes, I hope to forge 
a deeper public understanding about why and how news is reported. And I 
believe it is important to remind the public in a highly visible way, of the great 
risks many journalists take to bring us the news. The whole centre is hoped to 
help current and future generations gain a better understanding of the imporant 
role the media play in order to reduce the negative effect of mass media gradu-
ally. 
Face to Face Interaction vs Non Face-to-Face Interantinn 
Although in current situation, there are many different kinds of oppor-
tunities allow the public to channel their feeling about different matters like TV 
forum programs, the City Forum by RTHK, phone-in programs by radio station 
and speak corners in web-sites, etc. These programs only provide non face-
to-face interaction. However, people tend to gather in different events and 
ceremony like in different festivals such as Mid-Autumn Festivals, Lunar New 
Year & Christmas, demonstration to fight for their rights etc. There are still 
many examples, all these have strongly proved our need for face-to-face gath-
ering. One important thing that non face-to-face interaction cannot give is the 
sense of collective identity. Only through face-to-face interaction and gather-
ing. people can build up the sense of ‘we . Rather than just provide virtual 
space for people to interact, I hope through a physical forum can be able to 
contribute the production and consolidation of the 'we' - National Identity. 
A forum would cater for general public us as well as the professionals 
Interaction between the public and the professional can help to create an 
tive communication channel. 
ac-
Itiformation Technology and mediarhitecture 
_ __ • • _ _ I • _ • • • ^ 
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Traditional means of transmitting and receving 
information and news such as through TV, radio, 
magazines and newspaper are commonly known by 
us. Current news and affairs tend to be more com-
plicated and require different sources and angles for 
us to understand it. Advance technology like interac-
tive computer system, muti-media communication 
system could supplement the traditional way of com-
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munication process. Also, interactive 
learning environment and educational 
facilities would replace the traditional 
way of exhibiting infomation and knowl-
edge. 
New Information technology has 
a great relationship with architecture. 
New technology like computers paint vision of Japan by Toyo Ito 
boxes, digital networks, photo, film, video, simmulation, animation, computer 
graphics, painting, pictures play an important role to receive and display infor-
mation to us which would influence the image of an architecture greatly. Try to 
imagine an architecture has a large digital screens to display electronic image, 
a 3-D lasers installation to generate a 3-D demonstration of a situation. The 
exterior of a mediarchitecture is decorated with electronic images and there 
are some mixtures of informational text-image-decration on the building's skin. 
Electronic Media has played with and constituted new concepts of space 
and time. They play with different levels of reality which produce multiplication 
of spatial experiences and views. And these are the main charaters of news 
which composed of different layers and different level of reality. As a receiver 
of the mass media, in order to complete the whole pictures of the real world, 
we should through different point of views and angle to perceive our external 
world. Mediarchitecture can help to enhance this process which can be achieved 
when media play a significant functional and aesthetic role on the faces or the 
facade of a building. This medialisation process of buildings is caused by media 
of communication, information and entertainment - the role of mass media. 
Future way of reporting news 
will be mutli-media and multi-dimen-
sional. Digitalised images, sounds and 
colors will play a much more important 
role in the city of the future. Pure tex-
tual reporting will be replaced. 
Tower of Egg by Toyo Ito 
Civic Education 
The role of mass media is 
working as a provider of entertain-
ment, information and enlightenment 
as well. They have a power to mould 
public opinion and set moral aesthetic 
standard. Through mass media, we 
can channel our opinions and voice, 
at the same time, we would develop 
the sense of civic responsilibities and 
understand our role in the society as 
well as our civic rights, too. 
A Debate 
Mass Media Education 
One of the possible solutions to those negative impacts caused by the 
market-driven journalism is through mass media education which is aimed at 
reshape public demands. As discussed above, media education is aimed at 
helping public especially the new generation to understand the bias of mass 
media’ to help them to develop ability to critize the mass media rationally. 
Especially after the handover, 
the sovereighty of Hong Kong has re-
turned to the mainland China and the 
era of colony has passed. Being a co-
lonial city for 100 years, Hong Kong 
people has low sense of nationality or 
patriotism. In this new era, it is impor-
tant to carry out patriotic education.This 
Dancing Performance 
is not merely to allow the new generation to know more about the history, 
current situation and the futrue of our mainland China, but the more important 
thing is to allow them to understand the role of Hong Kong during the process 
of economic revolution and modernisation of China so to arouse the spirit of 
contribution of our new generation and their sense of belonging to the Special 
Administration Region. This also can help us to develop a national identity 






is one of the mean to 
ensure the society to 
keep open and stability. 
If media organisation 
has certain freedom 
and space to reporting 
news the mass media 
can carry out their func-
tion of censorship. This 
can help to censor the 
prolicy making process 
Existing State 
s Freedom and Stability of Hong Kong 
of government. On the other hand, press freedom also help to reinforce the 
fundation of new Hong Kong. Only under everyone is equal and can be pro-
tected by law. 
Different Forms of promoting the communication between the mass me-
dia and the public and encourage the understanding about the role of 
mass media 
• Education Centre and Forum 
• Media Research Centre 
• A School for training and education of media professionals 
• A Publishing house to produce journal books & videos 
• International Journalists Centre 
Forms Functions & Objective Target User 
Education Centre 
& Forum 
• Interactive Museum which 
has an educational functions en-
lightenment as well as entertain-
ment. 
• It would cooperate with a 
physcial forum for exchange of 






• Information Resource Cen-
tre which allow gathering of differ-
ent material and information about 
media to study on both current is-
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Existing State 
Forms Functions & Objective Target User 
Media Resesarch 
Centre 
• Conference space for differ 
ent kinds of convention and forurr 




School for training 
& educat ion of 
media profes-
sio al. 
• An academic place for both 
training and education purpose. 
• Different facilities and tech-




for Journal Book 
and videos 
• Different workshop and lat 
for producing printed matters as 





• International Forum for 
exhange of ideas and feeling. Con-
tio tr6 for Prof6ssion3ls. 
• Internationa target rathei 
than locally focus. 
Media Professional 
Comparison between different fnrm.Q 
Forms "Pros Cons 
ducational Centre 
& Forum 
, It tackles the prob-
lem in a fundamentally 
approach i.e. able to pro-
vide introduction and 
background knowledge to 
the public. Forum is not 
only for professional but 
the public, this can en-
hance the communication 
process between the me-
dia and the public. 
It carries different 
functions, enlightenment 
as well as entertainment. 
It will be more interactive. 
It would be 
emphaised on localisec 
forum rather than interna 
tio 3l seal centre. 
Existing State 
\ 
orms Pros Uo s 
Media Research 
Centre 
• It can aniayse and 
study the issues in a 
deeper way. 
• It can provide differ-
ent sources and angles on 
one issue which allow pub-
lic to look at the issues 
more objectively and ratio-
nally. 
• It can provide detail 
information to understand 
the role of mass media. 
• It would be too much 
focus on research and 
study. It would then be less 
interactive and cannot en-
hance interact ion and 
communication between 
public and media. 
Training School • It can improve the 
qualities of the media pro-
fessionals then minimize 
the negative effect pro-
duced by the media. 
• It is too academic 
and neglect the commu-
nication between the pub-
lic and the media. 
Publishing 
House 
• It provides a work-
shop environment which al-
low the public to experience 
what the media professional 
would do. 
• It neglects the im-
portance of ideas and feel-
ings exhange. 
In te rnat iona l 
J o u r n a l i s t s 
Centre 
• It allows excellent op-
portunities for ideas and 
feeling exchange. 
• There would be too 
much emphasis on inter-
action among the profes-
sionals only. However, it 
neglect another important 
member in the society -
the general public. 
In order to enhance the communication between the public and the 
media, to provide a fundamental knowledege about media to the public, to 
increase the penetraion of this form, Education Centre and F o r u m is going 
to further study. ( named News and Media Forum 
LU (D < 
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study on different learning environment and space 
{Forum as an education centre) 
Study on different different set up and space for a well learning and 
educated environment. 
• Interactive learning vs Traditional learning 
• News & Media gallery vs Traditional exhibition gallery 
• Internet News Station vs Newspaper or magazines 
Formal gathering vs 
Open space vs 
City Square vs 









small study/discussion group 
discussion room 
Study on different information and dis-
play system 
(Forum as an information centre) 
Study on how different informa-
tion and display system affect the fa-
cade and dressing of the building, ie. 
the image of the building. 
Media + Architecture => 
Mediarchitecture 
Kiosk for information system 
Billboard display 
TV scree wall 
TV gallery 
Internet for radio broadcasting, 
resource centre 
Existing State 
Architectural Opportunities _ 
Study different ohvsical form of a 
forum (Forum as a gathering 
place) 
Firstly, forum is allow to pro-
vide space that encourage social 
gathering. In other words, study on 
different architectural form of 
gathering. 
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Existing State 
study on Broadcasting Activities (Fo-
rum as a broadcasting centre for the 
life) 
Study on broadcasting tech-
nology and facilities. The basic func-
tional space needed. 
The Function of the News and Media Forum 
The Function of the News and Media Forum 
Existing State 
Definition of Key Words 
•mm. 
wmm 
What is reported, especially about a recent events or 
events and new & fresh information. 
it is ancient and universal, has filled a basic human need, 
the need to know. 
it is spoken, written and printed which helps early societ-
ies grow into civilization. 
It flows, grows, explodes. But some things never change; 
Always there are those who would control news, and those 
who would free it; those who would use news to mislead 
and those who would use it to enlighten. 
A collective term for television, radio, cinema and the 
press. Although each medium of mass communication 
has always had its own distinctive output, technology and 
industrial structure, the media are nowadays often dis-
cussed as a single entity. Among the reasons for this are 
their combined importance as providers of entertainment 
and information, their presumed power to mould public 
opinion and set moral and aesthetic standards, the growth 
of cross-ownership among the various sectors, and their 
often parasitic interest in each others' personalities and 
problems. 
A place where important public issues can be discussed 
and it is a public place where meetings were held. 
Public statements of collective identity take many forms 
and make use of many different kinds of symbols for 
support. Objects and events, monuments and ceremo-
nies, all contribute meaningful symbols to the production 






The main aim of this News and Media Forum is to promote the communication 
between the mass media, the public and the government and to encourage 
the understanding about the role of mass media, the following criteria are taken 
into considerations: 
Site Considerations 
Accessibility • It should be easy accessible by various traffic 
• It should encourage participation of the oasser-bv 
Visibility • It should located at a eye-catching position to cap-
ture people's attention 
• It should be easily visible for surrounding 
Users Range • It should enhance the cover range of users or public 
alike. 
Flexibility • It should allow flexible expansion and shrinking un-
der different occasions and public events. 
There are two site options to be concerned which are located in Hong 
Kong Island and Kowloon District respectively. The one in Hong Kong Island 
locates in the Victoria Park, Causeway Bay. The one in Kowloon District lo-
cates in Yau Ma Tei. 
( I 
Existing State 
Option 1: Victoria Park 
Site Description 
For the past history of Hong Kong, Victoria Park has become a site for 
various democratic activities and mass gathering of Hong Kong for example, it 
is a place for memorial activity on June 4 mid-autumn festival gathering place, 
the City Forum on every Sunday by RTHK and the lunar flower market,etc. It 
has already built up an image of mass gathering and democracy. With the 
demand for the use of Victoria Park, there will be a redevelopment project to 
redevelop the park. The proposed by HKIA planned to build an amphitheatre 
for performance and debate on the site for existing pavilion for Sunday City 
Forum. 
Accessiblity • Close to the heart of Causeway Bay which is easy 
accessible by public. Even at night, it is still a popu-
lar place to go to as it is close to the nearby commer-
cial activity. 
Visibility • With waterfront view further reinforce the image of 
'communication'. 
User Range • People who are in leisure and those who go to the 
park this may includes family and elderly,etc. 
Flexibility • Connection with the adjacent grassland. In case of 
mass event, it is very easy to expand the activity to 
this open area. 
• The walkway from 
the entrance to the Pavil-
ion. 







Option 2: Yau Ma Tei 
Site Description 
It located at the transition place from the old Yau Ma Tei District to the 
new commercial developing area of Jordan. It has a gateway position between 
this two areas. In existing situation, it is a garden park and a mix-used comercial 
& residential old building. The Gascoigne Flyover just passes over the site 
above the garde. 
Accessiblity • It locates between the two MTR station, the Yau Ma 
Tei and the Jordan. It is highly accesible and is adja-
cent to the Nathan Road, one the most busy street in 
Hong Kong. 
Visiblity • The locates in front of a cross road which is very eye 
catching and is dominant on the street level as well 
as the flyover level. 
User Range • It has a rich neighborhood context ranging from resi-
dential, commercial, community, school to govern-
ment bulding. In other words, it covers a very wide 
range of users from students, to working class - the 
grass root level of our society 
lexibility • As it located in an urban environment, there is no 
open space allowed it to extend.lt is confined by the 







Though it has a bes 
view on the waterfront and 
it C3 be seen eve on 
Tsim Sha Taui it has low 
visibility on the side o 
Causeway Bay. As it is pari; 
of the Victoria Park, it has 
to share a common en 
trance with the park but i 
located at a certain dis 
tance from the entrance. 
(-) 
People who go there 
are always in leisure after 
shopping in the Causeway 
Bay commerical area or 
go to the park to have a 
rest. 
Located between the 
road of Gasingo Road and 
the Nathan Road, it has a 
monumental facade facing 
Yau Ma Tei. It can be de-
scribed as a gate-way be-
tween Yau Ma Tei and Jor-
dan. The visibility is much 
higher than the one of 
Victoria Park. 
As there are rich context 
nearby, residential, commer-
cial, community, government 
and school, it has a rather 
wide cover range of user 
groups. Moreover, Temple 
street is just a few minutes 
walk from the site which is a 
famous place for tourists and 
the grass roots. 
Future State 
Comparison between the two sites 
Opt 1 .Victoria Park 
Though it is very 
close to the commercia 
heart of Causeway bay, 
is located on the edge o 
the Causeway Bay as an 
destination attract targe 
goers only. 
Opt 2:Yau Ma Tei 
It is located at a busy 
area where it has a high pe 
destrian circulation as well as 
vehicular circualation to pass 
through it. During weekday 
and weekend, there is a lot 
of passers-byit. It like a 
pass-by site. 
Existing State 
Opt 1:Victoria Park 
As it is located in-
side the park, there is 
sufficient enough open 
space allow the site to 
expand in case of mass 
event. It is very flexible 
compared with Option 2. 
It is a tradition place 
to carry out democratic 
and memorial activities 
like June 4 Candle gath-
ering. Also, it is a place 
for mass event like lunar 
flower market. It has al-
ready build up an image 
of 'democratic place' and 
'public place'. 
Opt 2:Yau Ma Tei 
It is constrained in a 
definite area as it is confined 
by surrounding vechicular 
and pedestrian circulation. It 
unlike the option 1 to has a 
open space nearby. 
'Close' to the Chief Exective 
Office, the Legislative 
Council in Central & the 
Executive Council. They are 
all located in Hong Kong 
Island. 
In existing situation, it is 
a small recreation park only 
which did not has any mass 
gathering being taken place 
here. 
There is a small plaza 
on the ground level of Eaton 
Hotel.whichis designed for 
mass gathering, however, it 
is now being under used. 
(-) 
Do not have a direct and close 
distance with the political struc-
:ure. 
Final Decision 
According to the piority of the site considerations, the site should have 
a high circulation and visibility as well as a wide range of users group. More-
i1 
Existing State 
over although there will be a redevelopment of Victoria Park, the main con-
cerns of this development aim to upgrade the existing sports facilities into 
international standard. Also, up to now, there is no fixed detail planning or 
proposal at all. 
Consider the existing activities like signature demonstration, location 
of concentrated pedestrian flow is chosen like Bank Centre in Mong Kok, 
Ferry Terminal in Central and the Clock Tower in Tsim Sha Tsui. Moreover’ 
Cable TV has chosen the square of Times Square for their Forum 97. These 
kind of activities are not necessary close to any political organisation since the 
main concern is not just carry out demonstration but to raise public attention 
and care. 
For demonstration, the activity depends on the reason and what the 
demonstration is fighting for, e.g., the social issue like housing shortage, so-
cial welfare,etc. all are related to different government organisations which are 
dispersed in different locations. That means it is not necessasry to locate the 
forum in Central, just beside to the office of the Chief Exective. It would then 
be too politcial and confined. 
In order to increase the penetration to the public and the society, op-










GIC (Government, Institute, Community) 
Recreational Area / Open Space 
Existing State 
Site Analysis 






Major Pedestrian Route 
Market Place (existing gathering place) 
There are several market or people gathering place in existing situation, i.e. 
Temple Street, the Jade Market and Public Square? -^ , 
Different market stalls will be set up in Temple Street at its best in the 
evening from about 8 to 11pm. Every night it is clogged with stalls, 
people and tourists. 
Apart from the stalls in Temple Street, there is another famous market 
place under the flyover, the Jade Market on Kansu Street. 
The other gathering place is the Garden adjacent to Tin Hau Temple 
between the Market and Public Square Street. 
<• Vehicular FRoute 
Bus Stop 
Existing State 
The are three most heavy vehicular routes running around the site: 
• along Nathan Road in both direction 
• from Gascoigne Road to Kansu Street 
• on the flyover level 
Two sides of the site on the ground level as well as on the upper level are 





It shows the relationship of open space and building blocks. 
It indicates the density of surrounding environment 
Buildinging blocks 
Road System / Open space 
Existing State 
Important View Angle of the Site 
On Nathad Road facing Yau Ma Tei Direction 
" I I III II i^[liiWTliii[|[|iiiiiiiifiMlil'•ti&it-ifofiit 
• The Gascoigne Flyover in the direction to the new reclamination district 
On Nathan Road facing Jordan 
Direction 
… mm .. jltekkMl 
On Market Street 
Under the flyover 
UJ O < 
a. 
Major Noise Source 
Mi or Noise Source 




Summary on the Impacts and Implication 
Site Co strai sts 
There is no pedestrian 
linkage in existing situation 
to connect the two sites. If 
pedestrian want to go from 
point A to point B, they 
should travel a long 




between my two sites in 
order to provide short cut 
between point A & point 
B. 
S i S 
Bring pedestrian flow 
from Nathan Road, 
through Kansu Street to 
Temple Street finally. 
Create visual 
linkage as well as 
physical linkage 
between the market 
place and Nathan Road 
There is a market 
place along the Temple 
Street and the Shanghai 
Street but it is not 
welcoming to enter from 
Kansu Street. 
The existing building 
in the site becomes a 
visual barrier which block 
the view from Nathan Road 
to Kansu Street 
Vehicular access to 
the site along Kansu Street 
and Market Street. 
One of the major 
vehicular route from 
Gascoigne toward Kansu 
Street. 
The sites are highly 
visible on ground level and 
the flyover level. 
In order to increase 
the visibility of the site on 
both pedestrian level and 
the flyover level, special 
display system should be 
cooperated on those 
facades in order to catch 
the people's attention. 
Future State 
Impacts Implications 
The major noise 
impact is the flyover on the 
garden site as the distance 
between the f lyover is 
closer to ground level. 
In order to minimize 
the noise disturbance, the 
level of the garden site can 
be sunken down to 
increase the distance 
between it and the flyover. 
JSz 
Noise fm-











Issues & Goals 
Performance Requirements 
Concepts - Elements Proposed 
Schedule of Accomodation 





To help the public and the news media understand one an-
other better. Also, to establish a discussion purpose forum as well 
as educational facilites that help the general public and profes-
sional to orientate themselves critically against the overflowing of 
information and at the same time to create a bridge between the 
public and the new government of SAR. A place which dedicated 
to free press, free speech and free spirit. 
A City Forum 
• By Definition - A place where important public issues can be dis-
cussed and it is a public place where meetings were held. 
• It is not just a solemn museum nor a scholar research centre, but an 
informal and lively gathering place for professionals, politicians and 
the public alike. 
• It aims to be an all-round centre with equal emphasis on bringing a 
forum for discussion, an education centre, a source of knowledge 
and ideas and a media for public to channel their voice. 
Architectural Statement 
• To create lively gathering place for the public 
• To design a mediarchitecture 
• To create an interactive learning environment and space 
Future State 
Functions and Purposes 
In order to push forward the missions of the client, this News and Media 
Forum will follow the mission of Information Services Department: 
News and Media 
Forum 
Convey Information 
Channel Public Voice 
Education & Arouse Public 
Interest 




Hope the News and Media Fo-
rum will spark illuminating and 
continuing discussion between 
news professionals and news 
audiences, and the interactive 
learning environment allow the 
visitors to experience how and 
why news is made. Hope it can 
resulting in greater under-
standing between the public 
and journalists and in better 
news for all of us. 
Convey Information 
• provide resources to record historical events, holding press cut-
t ings and copies of all government press releases and facilities for use 
by journalists, researchers and students ( like news and media re-
search division of government) 
• To provide a mean for public to collect and gather different kind of 
information through different media. 
Channel Public Voice 
• To encourage mass gathering for discussion on social events and 
current issues 
• To provide space for democratic and memorial activities. 
• To provide a physical channel for public to channel their voice to 
government, i.e. a bridge between public and government. 
Education & Arouse Public Interests 
• To provide mass media education for public to understand more about 
mass media and the influence of news and media in Hong Kong 
Promotion of Hona Kong's Image Overseas 
• To build a symbolic representation of open, free and transparency of 
news and media in Hong Kong. 
• to provide facilities to receive and transmit news and information 
from local and overseas. 
Future State 
Issues & Goals 
In order to push forward the mission, the whole place will emphasize the 
following issues 
Interaction 
Image & Visibility 
Flexibility 
Mood & Atmoshphere 
teractton 
The forum should encourage different kinds and scale of social 
interaction and gathering. 
The facility should promote spontaneous social interaction between 
different kinds of people, from general public, professional, students to 
the government. 
The facility and spaces should promote free interchange of 
information, ideas and comments on a frequent basis. 
… 
Imaqe & Visibmty 
The forum should have transparency and open mage to the public. 
The forum should be welcoming and encourage participation. 
The facilities and activities within it should promote Hong Kong's 
image overseas 
The facilities and activities within it should be highly visible to visitors. 
The forum should be eye catching and be able to capture passer-by 
attention 
The forum should be flexible enough to expand and shrink in different 
occasions and events, ( eg. festival, markets, gathering, etc.) 
Day time vs Night time 
Large group vs Small Group 
wmmmrn^ 
The facilities and environment within it should promote public 
analytical ability 
The forum should symbolise the free communication proccess between 
the public and the government. 
The forum should dedicated to the idea of free press, free speech 
free spirit and free ideas. 
Future State 
The circulation should encourage both target goers and passers 
by to go 
Linkage between different zones should enhance 
and interaction. 
The circulatin should allow shortcut and 24-hour 
the public. 
pedestrian flow 
















































































































































































































































































Broadcast Studio & Theatre in Newseum. U S 
Regular forum and discussion will be held in the studio. Sitting around the 
stage allows interaction between the guest speaker and the audience. 
The studio is double heighted with control room on the above floor. Also, 
the top floor of the studio is transparent which allowed viewing by the 
visitor inside the newseum. The control room is made transparent which 
allows public to witness the production process. 
The architectural setting included: 
• controllable lighting 
• acoustic control 







Looking into the Broadcast 
Studio in the Newseum, U.S. 
Future State 
Performing Requirements 
Broadcast Studio and Theatre 
It is a space which provides an opportunities for interactive communi-
cation between public and professional journalists. Regular forum will be held 
for different topics. It will used for life forum, convention and discussion and 
large performance. In case of certain occasions which needs more channels 
and opportunities for discussion, special forum and events will be held in open 
air or moved to other places. This may be arranged with mobile studio for 
outreacch broadcasting activities. 
i m SI 
Future State 
TION 
Performance Requirements : The facilities and setting should enhance 
easy communication between the guest speaker & the audience. 
f/M ^PiA '5 
Top h\ 
Q 0 X 
ysij^g large TV screen as The sitting enclosed the stage Casual sitting (roundtable) for 
background and minimize the distance informal exchange of ideas 
between them. and comments. 
Performance Requirements : The overall image should give an feeling of 
‘open and ‘let's communicate'. 
It should be of double volume It should be the city focus to The enclosure material should 
to allow view from high angle, capture both pedestrian's and not totally self-enclosed but 
the vehicle's attention. using transparent material in 
some areas which allow 
viewing form outside, (viewing 
comer) 
Future State 
i s s u e s . F L E X , B I U T Y _ 
Performance Requirement? It should provide different size of spaces 
for different size of forum. 
Issues - MOOD & ATMOSPHERE 
Performance Reauiremfint,* It should provide easy controll environment 
The studio should provide Mobile studio should allow 
flexible partition for different different combinations, for 
‘ example, the modular system. size of program. 
Advanced lighting and 
acoustics controll and effect 
systems should be provided 
for good quality of programs. 
Future State 
Chat Rooms & News Workshop 
Chat Rooms ( Meeting Facilities) 
provide a formal and causal gathering places as well as large or small meeting 
spaces for public, schools, news organisations or professionals to discuss 
social and current events or other activities. The rooms are welcomed to be 
used by school or other media organisations to hold educated programs and 








Class room example in the Chinese University 
Classroom allow for 40 p 50 sqm 
Large classroom for 85p 105 sqm 
Classrooms facility provided by Newseum 
Total 500 sqm 
Radio Workshop & TV Studio 
For audio performance, complete radio pro-
duction facility would be provided for mixing 
and special effects. 
• For television production field, two-story tel-
evision studio is equipped with cameras and 
motorized & computerized lighting grids, all 
facilitate good quality of video production. 
Setting & shooting. 
Control Room 
Overhanging video and audio control rooms 
provide some of the most up-to-date equip-




Together with the camera, the darkroom is a 
basic tool of the photojournalist. In this envi-
ronment people can produce their own jour-
nalistic photo. 
Newsroom 
In the newsroom, you can find telephones, tel-
ephone recording machine, fax machine, com-
puters and data files. These are all prepared 
for users to do their interviews and gather in-
formation for making their own magazines, 
newspaper or other publications. 
Interactive Multi-media Production Lab. 
This facility allows users to integrate video, au-
dio, text, animation, and graphics in produc-
ing interactive information packages on CD-
ROM and the Internet. 
Future State 
News Workshops 
Different kinds of laboratories allow the general public and the new genera-
tions especially to try their hands to produce their own news videos & newspa-
per, experience what the news people doing everyday. 
Future State 
• This facility also for mixing smd editing 
during the post-production stage. 
Computer Centre 
provides with computers for training 
course or other uses. Also, a compu-
ter assisted telephoneinterviewing sys-
tem (CATI) dedicated to survey re-
search which would be used to moni-
tor public opinion during research. This 
facility is available for use by outside 
agencies such as news organizations seeking publicopinion data for 
news reports. 
Mini-theatre 
provides with equipments and facilities for news organisation to have 
their mini-film show, perfomance or other functions. 
Projection Rooms + Classroom 
for practicing and rehearsal uses before the functions. 
_ 
_ 
i i l t Si 
In Baptist University. 
Video Production Studio 
Video Editing Room 
Computer Laboratory 
Darkroom (small kiosk) 
Control Room 
Preview Room 
Projection + Classroom 










Chat Rooms & News Workshop 
Issues _ INTERACTIVE 
Performance Reauiremente The spaces should encourage a wide variety 
of social, academic, extra-curricular activities for different kinds of users. 
Mix different laboratories Highly visible common space. Media organisation kiosks and 
together different kinds of bulletin 
boards for promotions. 
issues - IMAGE & VIS LITY 
Performance Requirements Meeting areas should be visible from 
outside. 
issues - FLEXIBILITY 
Performance Requirements The space should be easy to expand and 
shrink in different situations. 
Using full height of glass in 
meeting area to give a 
'transparent' image from 
outsiders. 
Rooms should be adjacent to 
each others allow convenient 
6xp3 sion. 
Partions should be movable 
Future State 
MOOD & ATMOSPHERE 
Performance Reauiremfint.*^ : The space should remind the users the 
central idea of ‘communication 
Using newspapers and Outdoor classrooms 
magazine covers as wall 
features. 
Future State 
Interactive News Gallery 
This space will take a form of interactive museum.lt will expose the news in 
different times, the past, nowadays and the future. The main themes in this 
part is 
• for experience what news people face everyday 
for exposing visitors to the journalistic principles of accuracy, integrity 
and speed ‘ 
to learn what real newspeople decided in different situations and the 
consequences they faced 
• 
News History Gallery 
The main theme of it is to show the history of news, from 
spoken written to printed news around the world. Also'show 
the past important news in the world, it would pose ques-
tions about the future of news to think. It should be mulit-
layered and multi-dimensional: 
• News History Wall 
• combines with graphics, newspapers phtotgraphs 
and archival radio & television broadcast 
moments,etc. 
Mini-theaters 
for on-going video 
• 3-D artifacts 
• for illustration of the historical progession of news delivery technology 
e.g. model of telestar, the first printing machine,etc. 
Today's News Gallery 
• News Wall 
• A large seamless video waif for featuring a panorama of to-
day's news brought in from around the world via satellite feeds, 
fiber-optics cables and computer networks. 
print radio and on-line news sources should complete the dis-
play. 
• the installation would point-out the process of 'gate-keeping', 
that is encourage engament in this process and allow the visi-
tors to decide what news to see by interactive computer sys-
tems. 
News 'Zippers' 
for display the day's headlines, sport scores, stock quotes 
for display daily newspaper front page: local, mainland and 
around the world. 
Future State 
Touch-scree terminals 
• Radio-listening posts 
for selection of radio news broadcast 
for local, mainland China as well as 
around the world 
Photography Screen Wall 
• for display of photographic images 
representing the best of 
photojournalism. 
i -
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Interactive New^^m^^ 
• Role-playing games 
through different computer systems & instal-
lation 
• be an editor, be a reporter, be a radio 
spartscaster, be a TV newscaster, be a 
magazines cover, interview journalists 
• Media Booth 
making a videotape of your reporting and 
performance as welt as your comments. 
They might be used to show in the day 
on the TV wall in news gallery. 
• Ethics Corner 
• posing different situation of the past to en-
courage visitors to participating in mak-
ing decision. 
Newseum. U.S. 
The exhibition space total 5000 sqm 
Future State 
INTERACTIVE 
Performance Requirements : The facilities should enourage public 
participation and involvements 
Issues-IMAGE & VISIBILITY 
Performance Requirements The spaces should have an image of 
explosure that is global and local explosure. 
B t A BftO CAST 
Interactive Newsroom: 
role playing games for different 
experience. 
Media booth aims at gaining 
feedback and comments from 
the visitors, an interactive 
relationship. 
Long News TV wall to show 
news from around the world. 
Issues _ MOOD & ATMOSPHERE 
Performance Requirements : The facilities and environment should be 
interactive, different from traditional museum environment in order to 
arise public's interest. 
Setting gives a sense of high-
technology and using 




for outdoor public forum 
for large scale performance 
for outdoor exhibition 
for market place 
for large scale installation 
Issues. FLEXIBILITY 
Performance Requirements : It should flexible enough for different kinds 
of activities as stated above 
a 
R>*evm 
Setting temporary shelter for festivals or special events and 
can be used by pedestrian to pass through during normal day. 
Future State 
Changing Exhibit Gallery 
it is a multi-functional exhibition space. Apart from the above permanent set-
tings it is for short-stage exhibitions of news-related topics. It will take in differ-
ent forms in different time. 
Pao Sui Loong & Pao Yue Kona Galleries in Art 
Centre 
Exhibition Space 
3 Different Floor Levels 
527.5 sqm 
SE & VISIBILITY 
.…. 
_ 
Performance Reauirementf It should be self-promoting and highly visible 
to visitors 
m 
view from busy Allow view from below, street Appearence changing in 
circulation paths. level. different time, period during 













iS - FLEX lUTY 
Performance Reauirement.< The space should be easy to expand and 
shrink in different situations. 
Rooms should be adjacent to 
each others allow convenient 
expansion. 
Partions should be movable 
issues. CIRCULATION 
Performance Requirement,*^ : Circulation system should be self-
explanatory for first time visitors and should provide for its users a clear 
sense of orientation 
Display cases, 3-D artefacts Curved path for changing 
along the path. perspectives of the visitors. 
Future State 
Cafeteria 
Terrace Cafe & News Cvber Cafe 
provide a leisure environment for rest and different atmostphere to receive 
news. It serves with coffee, snacks as well as news to the vistors. A 
computerstation to offer a variety of Internet and other on-line news options. 
iiisiifii | _ 
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Night time Happy Corner 
It sets up only at night time, to provide an 
gather, have a beer, a cup of tea. listen to traditional opera music, to continue 
the night market at Temple Street. 
other atmosphere for the public to 
News Store & Bookshops 
offer news related products that elaborate the exhibitions and reinforce the 
forum's educational mission. Also, coffee and snacks will serve together. 
• Book Store 
• offers , gifts, collectibles, historic documents and photographs, historic 
news artifacets, posters, graphics, CD-ROMs, stationary, toys, 
games and newstand items. All display items will be offered in 
conjunction with other news organisations and will appeal to visi-
tors of all ages and interests. 
• Government releases and books will be sold. 
• It will conjulation with other news organisation 
_ 





Performance Requirements : The spaces should attract different kinds 
of people to pass through it everyday or stay for a while. 
A place to drink good coffee 
and Chinese tea as well as rich 
electronic information. 
Terrace Cafe: 
allow visual contact between 
the outside and interior, has a 
close relationship with the 
night time activities in the 
place. 
The precinct should encourage 
a high incidence of chance 
meetings and conversations 
and different kinds of activities. 
Bookstore + Cafe 
mix different activities together 
to increase incidence of 
chance meetings. 
Issues - IMAGE & VISIBILITY 
Performance Requirements^ : It should be highly visible by passers-by, 
and be visualised from different areas, levels & angles. 
Issues - MOOD & ATMOSPHERE 
Performance Reauirementf^ It should provide a comfortable environment 
for refreshment 
Multi - Media Library in Chinese University 
Audio / Visual Library in Architectural Library 60 sqm 
Microfirm Reading corner in Main Library ( with stack) 120 sqm 
Meeting and Reading Corner 60 sqm 
Future State 
People Park & Press L ibrary 
This part aims at creating an totally diferent place with the urban heart. 
People Park 
• Theme park with different monuments and icons 
• provide a recreational space / an oasis within a busy urban heart. 
theme park for famous jounalists which pays a salute to news pioneers, 
honors journalists who expanded the boundaries of news. 
this park symbolises victory over oppression and reminds us that the 
fight for freedom continues. 
Freedom Wall 
for posters and advertisment by news organisation 
for free flow of comments and feedback 
Library & Reading Cor 
A small reference li 




Performance ReauiremenK It should enhance outdoor activities 
tesues. IMAGE & V S ILITY 
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Changing floor levels to create Horizontal vs vertical 
various outdoor rooms. Small scale vs large massing 
Issues - MOOD & ATMOSPHERE 
Performance Requirements : It should provide a contrast character with 
the urban context. 
Sunken level separated from 
street level to create a more 
quiet environment. 
Outdoor theme park to remind 
people the pioneers of fighting 
news 
Provide with greenery and 
sheltered outdoor room for 
reading and playing chess. 
_ 
Future State 
Pedestrian Leisure & Ciculation Path 
• Elevated Pedestrian Linkage 
• for leisure walk and short-cut 
• act as secondary audience platform 
Issues. CIRCI 
Performance Reauirementc it should enhance the existing circulation 
pattern and to improve the deficiency of it. 
Shortcut across Nathan Road. Ciculation Spine passing 
through the whole complex. 
. - IMAGED VISIBILITY 
Performance Requirements : It should function as gathering space in 
case of different occasions. 
Elevated walkway for Elevated Walkway as 





with education department and marketing team to plan the strategy of 
the centre. 
coordinate with the Headquarters of ISD 
Director Room 
Secretary Room 







Accomodation No. of Users ‘> No. of Rms g Rm Arec 
‘ A rea (sqm ) 
^mmmi^^ir' 1 
‘ ,,~ V" , 
Brocast Studio 
Broadcast Studio & Theatr € 250 1 400 400 
Technical Control Room 1 200 200 
Make-up Room 2 50 100 
Equipment Storage 2 50 100 
Chat Rooms (Meetini 5 Facitiliies > 
Classroom / Seminar Rm 40 5 50 250 
Small Meeting Room 15 10 20 200 
Larger Function Room 85 3 50 150 
Rentable Rms for Media 
Organisations 15 10 15 150 
Interactive News Gallery 
WCU• i y 
News History Gallery 1 SubTotal 800 
News History Wall 
Mini-Theaters 
3-D Artifacts Display 




Photography Screen Wall 
Interactive Newsroom 1 SubTotal 800 
Role-Playing Games Room 
Media Booth 
Ethnics Corner 
First Aids Room 
Channel Plaza _ 






No. of Users No. of Rms @ Rm Area Area (sqm ) 
vr . 
Interactive News Gallery 1 
News Workshop 
Radio Workshop & TV 
Studio 
180 180 
Control Room 30 30 
Dark Room 2 20 40 
Newsroom 60 60 
Interactive Multi-Media 
Production Laboratory 60 60 
Computer Centre 60 60 
Mini-theatre 100 100 
Projection 
Classroom 
room 20 2 120 
Preview Room 10 18 18 





Accomodation Sjo. of Users No. of Rms g Rm Area Area ( som) 
•CITY RERLL ‘ 
Wb OOKS^ MOP 
4 / ' / ' /^r / ‘ / / 
/ ‘‘ z, . ‘ y / ‘ 
News Store & Book Shop 1 200 200 
Coffee Comer 1 60 60 
Storage 1 50 50 
ICITY OASIS % PI • iii^  ^  $ ^^ 
rarK 1 ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 1 
… 
Freedom Wall 
Theme Park, Leisure 
Garden 
Press Ubrary& Reading ‘ :orner 
Audio / Visual Library 60 60 
Microfirm Reading Room 100 100 
Newspaper & Periodical 
Library 60 
• W W 
60 
Central Book Stack & 
Reading Corner 300 300 
Copying Room 20 20 
Library Circulation & Refer-
ence Gor 70 70 
Meeting Corner 50 50 Storage 50 50 

















Conference Gor 50 50 
Storage 30 30 
SUPPORTIN 




Total 7393 sqm 
(without open space) 
with 30% circulation & services area : Total Area 9610.9 sam 
ELEMENTS Area (sqm) Percentage 
City Channel 4633 : 65% 
City in Change 750 10% 
City Refill 1070 15% 
City City Oasis 710 10% 
1 _ 
•_ _ ___ 
Future State 
Public & Convenient Access 
Direct Access 
This bubble diagram is to illustrate the idea of creating spaces with Forum 
Plaza as the heart. 
Case Studies 
Case Studies 
The Newseum provides educational and entertaining experience. It also dis-




Be a television or radio news announcer, 
appear on a magazine cover, investigate 
a story or edit a front page using interac-
tive touch-scree computer programs. 
Video News Wall-
Experience breaking news as it happens 
on a 126-foot-long video display. News 
History Gallery- Relive the great news sto-
nes of all time through multimedia exhibits 
and the greatest display of historic news-
papers, magazines and news broadcasts 
ever assembled. 
Freedom park 
^ ^ ^ ^ Domed Theater-
See great moments in news as never be-
fore on the area's largest high-definition 
video screen. 
Broadcast Studio-
Watch as news programs are produced for 
television and radio and talk with journal 
Programmes and Func 
tions 
The Newseum is funded and op-
erated by The Freedom Forum, 
nonpartisan international foun-
dation dedicated to free press, 
free speech and free spirit. 
It aims to forge a deeper under-
standing of the role of news and 
a free press in our lives. 
Appendix 
Case 1: Newseum-Museum of Newf^  Ari—tnn \/ 
ists and newsmakers. Call for daily listings of public programs 
Freedom Park-
Visit The Freedom Forum Journalists Memorial and walk among international 
icons of freedom that symbolize victory over oppress 
News Byte Cafe-
Take a break for beverages and light snacks while exploring news-related 
sites on the Internet. 
Newseum Store -
Shop for one-of-a-kind and news-related merchandise. 
Audio Tour-
Take an audio tour narrated by National Public Radio's Susan Stamberg and 
Bob Edwards (available in English, French, Japanese and Spanish). 
nn i^ets ’ , ,:: :., :' :' 
S _ • _ ^ ^ ^ __ 
A museum with news as a central idea. 
The programmes of it provides excellent examples to demonstrate how to 
educate and entertain people of all ages to study the ‘News'. The spaces it has 
like interactive newsroom, news history gallery, broadcast studio.etc are very 
applicable to the education area of my city forum. 
The Display System 
The interactive setup and the technologies it used like touch screen computer 
systems, large display TV screens,etc has demonstrated how news and infor-
mation can be displayed. 
Broadcasting Studio News History Wall 
Cons 
However, it is only a museum. It does not aim at providing space for 
mass gathering. Apart from the broadcasting theatre, it does not con-
tain other interactive gathering space for public to disscuss social is-
sues. In other words, it has limited ‘forum space and is too passive 
Appendix 
Concept 
To design a piece of urban landscpe that took the idea of creating a 
forum for Tokyo literally. Also, Rogers intended to create a public space 
that would act as a magnet for people. 
The site here is too tight to create an open plaza in front of the new 
building instead, the tree auditoria has been hoisted up off the ground 
leaving the ground underneath as an open amphitheatre, the ground 
level itself that becomes an open spaces. 
Instead of partially dissecting the elevations, there were to be no fa-
cades. Rather the building would have consisted of nothing more than 
an expressed structure and suspended capsules housing the auditoria 
Appendix 
Case 2:Tokvo Internationa Forum. Cornhpti-
ion. Tokyo by RinharH Rngorc f 
As a Gathenng Spkce for Mublic 
m 
Programmes & Function 
It is a massive complex of public halls, to be used for conventions or 
performances. The Forum has three main auditoria step up across the 
site, punctuated by a series of towers. 
Site Plan 
Buidling Form 
The form of the building is so clear that you can recognise the spaces 
easily. Also, the simple building form gives the forum an unusal clarity in 
building systems, structural systems and circulation,etc. The formal and 




Forum Space: Mass Gathering Space 
As it is a forum for mass venue event and its character of being a magnet for 
people that making the importance role of creating a space for mass gather-
ing. The public space then become one of the most striking part of the design. 
The site is so tight that taditional way of creating open public space is impos-
sible. Rogers then lift up the functional spaces in the sky in a clever way to 
make the ground level become a large piec, of people plaza. 
Apart from the ground level 
plaza, Rogers has created 
other major public spaces on 
top of each auditorium, the 
landscaped roof garden 
which are reached from each 
of the four towers. 
Apart from these two major 
^ ^ public spaces, the roof of the 
basement exhibition space, 
dug down below the level of the subway tracks, forms an open-air amphitheatre 
Both the roof level and ground level have become important public gathering 
spaces. 
Spatial Arrangment and Connection 
Inside a forum, circulation of people is very important. Rogers has develop a 
network of ramps and escalator tubes take people up to different public spaces. 
The conference clusters are suspended in the sky like space ships with 
the plaza Inderneath that make the spatial arrangement very clear 
Impacts 
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Image/Identity of the Building 
Facade 
Since the objective of the building is media, 
Jean Noubel intended to use that architecture 
to refer to area's actibities & to evolve the his-
tory of the media. He expresses the 
programmes on each building's facade-
screens, which are of anthracite-grey glass, 
with lighter, display messages in dense colors 











It would intended to be a centre 
of attraction, the media capital of 
Germany. The issue in this project 
was 'to formalize a modernity of 
pleasure'. It is a complex consists 
of bedroom hotel, media data pro-
cessing offices, two-three room 
apartments, services such as 
shops restaurants and a phar-
macy; an area for pribate schools; 
and parking spaces. 
Concept 
‘Since the objective ofo the project is the media, in other words, communica-
tion let's communicate!' said by Jean Nouvel. Jean Nouvel first broke up the 
building mass, then reconstructed it as a close dialogue between formally similar 
objects. The resulting ‘exploded block' invited entry. The architecture itself re-
fers to the area's activities asnd to the evolving history of the media. 
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The concept of the media building' is ex-
press sucessfully through the facade of the 
building. Jean Nouvel using varies elements 
as discussed above from 2-6 external signage 
to the internal architectural elements, circu-
lation & activities of the occupants. All those 
together made the building itself undergo the 
'communication' function. 
- The facade are shaped by the desir 
to 'communicate'. They are designed like 
video screens, with both fixed and changing 
elements have seemingly random append-
ages which resemble TV screens. By 
means of rigous and flexibility, lightness and 
density, Nouvel once again expresses his con-
cepts of transparency, light, depth of field and 
immateriality. 
Internal Spatial Organisation expresses 
on Facade. 
- The internal spatial organisation 
is expressed by ordering lines& no. The 
numbers of floors silk screening onto the 
facade. 
- Elements of vertical cirbulation 
(lifts & stairs) are highlighted with dynamic 
colors create animation and to serve as 
sign. 
- The signage in the buildings not 
only informs but also contribute to the po-
etic, plastic quality of the complex 
as a whole. 
- The life of the building itself be-
comes part of the programming on the 
screen that the occupants become part of 
the display, appearing as dynamic elements 
in horzonital movement in contrast with the 
vertical dynamic of the lifts. 
- The transparency of the facade 
allow a full depp reading of the activities 
within the building, in contrast with the 2-
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The design is made up of background and foreground element. In the back-
ground are well-mannered, immaculately crafted office wing. The foreground 
elements rise above them, replicating in minature the creative disjunction in 
size between adjacent buidings. 
In order to make the building stands out from its neighbours, architect makes 
It feels like a piece of stereo equipment, freshly unwrapped from the box or a 
brand new car, gleaming and clean. Rogers has exercised an ambiguous 
threshold to the building. It offers a complex sheen of reflections, transparen-
cies and glimpses of the garden beyond, creating an impression of accessibil-
ity without vulnerability. 
Also, Rogers tried to identify discrete elements in a building and express them 
as distinct parts. He intended to express the building to be seen as a broad-
casting building. I 
Appendix 
Case 4: Broadcasting Studio: Channel 4 H M H -





Programmes & Functions 
s _ | | : 
It is an television station and adminis-
trative headquarters for Channel Four. 
It composes of office space, studio, 
resturants and a public cinema housing 
Concept 
Appendix 
Impact • • 
The glass-walled area 
forms the most 
important focus for 
movement in and 
around Channel Four, 
above. As the 
sketches below 
reveal, it is conceived 
as a semi-public 
space, allowing 
glimpses of the 
interior from the 
outside and providing 






Rogers has made the entrance 
markable in his design. He wanted to 
draw people into his buildings in a 
more direct way. In order to enter the 
building, visitors must traverse a steel 
bridge across what appears to be a 
glass pool sunk into the stone floor of 
the little piazza which marks the main 
entrance. The 'pool' subsequently 
turns out to be the roof of the under-
ground cinema used for press screen-
ings. The bridge gives you time to look 
at the building as you approach it, and 
to get a glimpse of the workings of the 
interior. Once inside the buiding, you 
are in the most striking space in the 
entire building, the cirular atrium which 
rises full height of the building. 
The Spatial Arrangement 
The Channel Four building is inte-
grated with the associated housing 
scheme as a uni f ied permeter 
block framing a garden courtyard. 
It is a complex building consists of 
private area, the office area and the 
public space. Their zoning is well 
arranged through the transparency 
power of the entrance, the small 
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This site carries several characteristics which echo with the properties of the 
project - an Urban Channel: News & Media Forum 
A Place belong to the puhlin 
which is famous for a place for public gathering especially during nightime. You 
can find hawker markets as well as fortune tellers and traditional Chinese opera 
around the site. 
A Gateway between old Yau Ma Tei and the Tsim Sha Tqi .i 
The accessibility and visiblity of the site is very high which like the mass media 
which has a high penetration. 
Site Ideas 
A kind of public movement along the Nathan Road and Temple Street has 
created an invisible coherent force and acts as a connector between different 
kinds of people. However, there is a missing link between this public movement. 
Connection is missing especially from the Nathan Road to the Temple Street. 
The site chosen here is located in between the Nathan Road and the Temple 
Street. I intended to create a connector to fill up this missing link. To re-





Details reference to the Existing State - Site analysis 
Pedestrian Movement 
A public interface is intended to create so pedestrian circulation should enhance 
interaction and can act as a focus point to attract different kind of people, target 
goers or passers-by. To extend the public movement and the activities along 
Temple Street and to Nathan Road or vice versa. 
...\V k r f f 
UNDERGROUND 
/ / • / CONNECTION 
/ / / 
Creating linkages between two sites in 
order to provide short cut and enhance 
pedestrian flow and interaction. Using the 
sunken plaza as a connector to connect the 
two site across Nathan Road 
There is no pedestrian linkage 
between the 2 sites in existing 
situation. 
fW 
Clear up ground floor level to create visual 
connection between the Temple Street and 
the Nathan Road and allow extension of the 




The site locates in a position that the 
city grid changes. This is the point 
that two system of city grids join each Buidling form cooperates with the two city 
other. grids 
Noise Source 
Since there are varieties of outdoor activties like street performance and open 
air form etc. are expected, NOISE would create a problem here. 
Noise source mainly from the Nathan Sunken the open space level which would 
Road and flyover level. directly affected by the noise problem. 
t i \ Ik 
Design State 
Solar Path 
^^^^^ S i 
MORE SOLID C A J 
FOR SOUTH FACAbt-
— : MO 
______ MORE TRANSPARi.l^T 
— ― . . \ FOR n o r t h f a c a d e 
t r \ \ 
_ 
l i y r ^ i ^ M More solid for the facade facing South but 
— t h e facade that facing North can be more 
i l g g ^ _ _ transparent. 
Vehicular Circulation 
J Vehicular access point and drop 
. ‘ off place 
1 I r’) 
Vehicular access point and drop off place 
locate along the temple street. 
Bus-stop 
In order to keep the streetscape of 
Nathan Road, it allow a high 
building height or having a tall 
architectural element. 
Site photo 
diagram showing the position of the 
lot and its role as a connector be-
tween temple street and nathan road 
The site composed of two lots with Nathan Road cut between. The two sites 
carry different characters. 
The lot locates between the Kansu 
Street and Temple Street act as a 
connector to link up Temple Street 
and Nathan Road. It is a potential site 
to act as a extension of the People 
Market and as a public interface 
of the Building complex. It is a best 
place for public gathering. 
Design State 
diagram showing the position of the lot 
and its role as an oasis within the heart 
of the city. 
The lot has a traingular shape that 
locates in the middle of Nathan Road. 
It has a position with high rise building 
or a hill site surrounding it. It is right 
in the heart of the city. However, it 
like an oasis within a busy and 
complicated urban environment. It is 
a potential site to act as an oasis 
which can provide a different and 
peaceful environment within the 
heart of the city. It can provide 
another totally different atmosphere 
even it is located in the middle of 
Nathan Road. 
diagram showing the relationship of 
Building height. 
It locates right in front of Eaton Hotel. 
It is more comfort to keep the 
elements in this site in low rise so 
that it would not block the view of the 
Eaton Hotel. 
The area on top of the Flyover has a 
very high visibility. It creates a natural 
and ideal advertising space. It is the 
best place to locate those 
elements and space which require 
high visibility. 
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Design State 
Elements Proposed & Character 
City Channel iliii 
_ 
• Broadcast Studio & Theatre 
• Meeting Facilities 
• News Workshop 
• Channel Plaza 
A place to channel our voice, to express our feeling, thinking and spirit. It 
is the most important public interface of the whole complex where public would 
gather together, exchange their oppinions. Hence, it is better to locate in the 
lot that locate between Nathan Road and Temple street which c 
tend the atmosphere of public gathering as stated above. 
ex-
City in Change 
• Interactive News Gallery 
A place which is in motion, dynamic and never stop. It is always change in 
appearence. Hence, it needs a place which has high visibility whose changes 
would merge with the context environment. The area on top of the Nathan 
Road can fulfill this requirement, 
City Oasis 
• Freedom park 
• Memorial Path 
An oasis within city which is peaceful, quiet and provides a leisure environ-
ment for the public to take a break in the heart of the city. The traingular shape 
site carry the properties of an oasis within city heart is a suitable place for the 
above elements. 
City Refill 
• Bookshop and coffee shop 
• Night-time happy corner 
It provides an opportunities which allow us to be connected, being linked and 
dated ..…Hence it should be scattered around. Night-time happy corner 
has a closer relationship with the Temple Street Night Market and so 
this would arrange near the Temple Street. For the Bookshop and coffee 
shop, a quiet environment would be more suitable so it would has a closer 




Bookshop & Coffee shop 
Night-time Happy Corner Park 
Memorial Path 
Zoning of elements in the site. 
Design State 
i ^ l i 





Interpretation of ‘News . ‘Media & 'Fnmm' 
News 
is the basic human need to know, which is growing, changing and 
boundless, 
is spoken, written and printed. 
which is always change and appear in different forms, fragmented and 
composed of different sizes and shape ( in newspaper). 
transparent and open in an open city, which allow free flow of spirit 
and feeling. 
Media / Wediarchitecture 
• is a interactive kinetic sculptures 
• a forest of information 
where people, things, time, space, landscape, information freely inter-
play with one another. 
• a place where one can encounter information incidentally, unex-
pectedly and without purpose • 
• dissolve relatioship between forms & functions 
• Layering of spaces 
• density of information 
• textures of images 
• raster screens with different patterns, coloring and movement of im-
ages 
• materiality vs. immaterity 
• mobility, fluidity and never appears as a same expression nor static. 
• Space no longer defined by traditional elements like windows & doors 





A place for communication 
A pbol of different comments, spirit and ideas 
free choice of interaction 
A public interface. 
is a dynamic movement, an urban movement, 
an open activities symbolize equalisation and democracy. 
Big CQnp^pt 
To create a place for communication, a transparent and a public 
interface which dedicated to free spirit and free ideas. 
Concept 
Design State 
Building Organisation Exploration 
Optioni: 
irsmmTi 
the Nathan Road. 
g config nect two building lot across 
h/MHAU 
Conceptual diagram 
The building together with the flyover 
enclose the open space. 
A city corridor which links up the two 
site across Nathan Road. This corridor 
creates a high level gathering terrace 
and allow public gathering in case of 
large event like festival. 
News workshop, meeting facilities and 
the broadcast studio and theatre the 
Interactive news gallery will locate in 
the lot beside Temple Street. Press 
library locates in the triangular site to 





Two open spaces created, one is the 
channel plaza, the other is the freedom park. 
Comments from Review 
• Noise problem haven't solved 
Linkage between two site is weak. 
Relationship with the flyover is not strong enough. 
Bunding form can be developed more to respect more with the context. 
The Urban force in the Temple street can be elaborated 
Hierachy is needed for the two open spaces. At this stage, the open 
spaces, the channel plaza and the freedom park is similar in term of size. 
The gateway position of the traingular site can be developed more. 
Personal Feedback! 
• The bunding orientation can turn 180 degree that the front elevation 
facing directly toward the Nathan Road. 
• Different function, atmosphere should be given to the two open spaces 
in order to give a hierarchy and balance to them. The open space be-
sides the Temple street would be more public and can be developed 
more to become a public interface while the open space in the triangular 
site would has the opposite atmosphere that a quiet and peaceful envi-





Introduce a public passage which starts from the triangular site through the 
area above the flyover to the opposite site. Elaborate the path experience through 
the whole complex. 
The zoning strategy remains about the same 
with the meeting facilities, broadcasting 
studio & theatre and the news workshop 
arranged in the lot besides the Temple Street 
but the interactive news gallery is put on 
top of the space above the flyover. The whole 
building organisation merge with the existing 
flyover to create a C -shape configuration 
to enclose the open spaces. 
Pedestrian passage still on high level which 
merge with the interactive gallery on top of 
the flyover. Now, the gallery occupy the 
position with high visiblity so it has a great 
potential to develop the facade of it. 
An underground passage is developed to 
connect the freedom park and the channel 
plaza. 
Double volume of glass 
block enclose the starting 
point of the passage which 
would be transformed into 
a lighting object during 
night-time. 
It occupies a gateway 
position at the vertex of the 
triangular site. 
Design State 
Comments from review 
• Building organisation has been improved with the interactive gallery 
cooperates with the flyover. A clear open space is now defined. 
• The underground connection can be elaborated, that a continous plaza 
which can be used to connect both site and the Nathan Road will become 
another flyover across the site. 
• The form of the elements can be simplied with the context environment 
is so complicated. 
• Passage from the Temple street to the plaza level can be elaborated. 
• Linkage with the Temple street is still weak. High level pedestrian linkage 
can be used to connected the pedestrian movement. 
• The lot besides the Temple street can be clear up to produce a plaza 
and as an extension of the Temple Street Night Market and put all the 
essential programme space in the triangular lot. 
_ 
Personal Feedhark-
• High level pedestrian linkage to connect the pedestrian circulation may 
not appropriate since It is better to protect the existing ground level 
activities and extend those street level activities to the channel plaza by 
clear up the ground level instead of distroying the streetscape of the 
night market. 
• It is not appropriate to put all the programme space in the triangular lot 
which will block the open view of the existing Eaton Hotel. On the contary, 
in order to remain the existing streetscape and the building height along 
Nathan Road, it is more suitable to put the programme space in the lot 
beside the Temple Street. 
Linkage of two sites & the Relationship with the Temple Street Market and the 
public movement 
Underground connection will be the primary 
linkage. Flexibility of using open space is 
now increased and the underground 
connection allow extension of the public 
interface from Temple street across the 
Nathan Road. 
Lift up the whole complex and clear up the 
ground level. Also, produing terrace space 
on street level allow the setting up of night-
time happy corner and the extension of the 
Temple Street Night Market. 
To merge the activities at the Channel Plaza 





Using an underground plaza to connect the two site. 
Using the sunken plaza to invoke series of activities, unconsicous or consoicous 
activities. 
Building Organisation 
Most of the programme space is put together, 
i.e. meeting facilities, news workshop, 
broadcast studio & theatre, educational 
facilities and the press library will put in the 
site besides Temple Street, with the 
interactive news gallery pull out to act as a 
bridge which across the two sites. 
A 
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Design State 
Comments from Review 
Issues like building organisation, site zoning, relationship with the Temple Street 
Market, linkage between two site lots and the relationship with the flyover has 
been developed to certain extent and can be finalized. The next step is to develop 
the space in the undergound plaza and to develop spaces which allow 
unconcious activities to be happened. 
Persona Feedbar-k 
Building organisation can be fixed. Several issues can be developed: 
the street along the underground plaza 
Flexibility of using the underground plaza during different occasions 
the gathering space for the public in the Channel Plaza 
Structural expression of the Interactive News Gallery above the flyover 
Expressions and the image of the building (Mediarchitecture) 
the entering sequence of the Freedom Park 
£nvironmet£il issues 
Design State 
Street along the Underground Plaza 
Three spaces are defined by different 
lighting qualites: 
• The area under Nathan Road 
create a dark and well pro-
tected environment 
• The area on both sides are 
light up by natural lighting. 
• A waved screen will set up 
on the other side which is a 
media wall and numbers of 
projection machines will 
Plaza level Plans installed in order to display 
the everyday news stories 
and headlines which allow 
the passer-by to have a first 




• The dark environment beneath Nathan Road enhances the setting up 
of simulation and different kinds of projection. 
• It is a street with high pedestrian circulation and people would pass 
through it as a short cut. 
^ i 
Possibilites 
, Small rooms for media 
interest groups are arranged 
along the media street that 
they can invoke series of 
activities along the path like 
exhibition of their research, 
photo display, members 
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Design State 
Possibilities 
Apart from the media wall, projectors are set on the ceiling to project news 
image or text onto the media street, that the pedestrian themselves would behave 
and Integrate with the whole simulation atmosphere as 'news'objects. No 
boundaries between wall or ground surfaces, human or information... 
Design State 
Flexibility of using the Underground Plaza During 
Different Occasions 
Different kinds of public interfaces would be produced in order to accomodate 
different kinds of public and social actitivites: 
Channel Plaza + Media Street + Freedom Park = City Channel 
outdoor public forum (Agora) 




large scale installion 
photo display 
members gathering of media interest group 
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Diagram showing the 
different uses of the plaza 
during different occasions. 
• Flexibilities of using the plaza allow different scale of public gathering. 
• The activities should cooperate with the pedestrian pattern in order to 




• It should be the city focus to attract both the pedestrian and 
vehicles'attention. 
• It locates besides the Temple Street Night Market, the existing public 
movement can be elaborated and make the Channel Plaza as part of the 
Night People Market. The ground level activities can be continued to the 
plaza level. 
Possibilities 
Terrace /platform ( Night time 
Happy Corner) on ground level 
to accommodate the activities 
in Temple Street Night Market. 
Lifting up of the ground level 
allow visual penetration from 
the market place and this can 
allow different installations to 
be hang on building surface to 
enrich the environment of the 
Channel Plaza. 
Grand stairs as outdoor seating 
area. 
Design State 










The facades facing the Channel Plaza would be developed to cooperate raster 
screens or tv wall which would be explain in detail in the section under ‘ 
Expressions and the image of the building (Mediarchitecture). Together adding 
together to enrich the atmoshphere of a'Channel' Plaza. 
Design State 
Structural Expression of the Interactive News Gallery 
above the Flyover 
Option 1 
• Structure of the Interactive 
News Gallery combines with 
the structure of the flyover. 
• Series of Portal frame cast on 
the surface of the flyover. 
Floor slabs of the gallery con-






• It is more neatly and consistent to combine the flyover with the gallery. 
No boundary between flyover or the building complex. 
Disadvantages 
• The form of the gallery would be constrained by the shape of the flyover. 
• The movement of the flyover may affect the electronic equipments of 
the gallery 
Option 2 
• Structure of the Interactive 
News Gallery separates with 
the structure of the flyover 
• The circulation core, lift core 
act as the structure core to 





• allow more opportunities for the form of the gallery. 
• movement and the vibration on the flyover level would not affect the 
space of the gallery. 
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a gentle ramp bring the public down 
to the Freedom Park gradually. 
The sides wall enclosing the path 
have different textures and different 
degree of explosure. Part is 
embedded with texts or words which 
mention the activities that happened 
in Hongkong to remind people about 
the past history of Hongkong to fight 
for freedom of press and the daily 
life of the old Hongkong. Part is 
opened up to a bamboo courtyard in 
which bamboo symbolise pure and 
peaceful. 
the entrance point of the path is 
enclosed by three walls to introduce 
a tunnel experience : from dark to 
open, from limited to released…… 
on top of the path, there are series 
of glass shelter with words printed 
on the surface. Sunlight would 
penetrate through those words 
panels and cast varieties of shadow 
onto the body of the visitors who 
become another news object along 
the memorial path. 
m 
Design State 




Words of journalists or other pioneers of the news & media would cast 
on the surface on the plaza level to remind the public those pioneers 
who fight for the freedom of press of Hongkong or Mainland China. 
Six icons will be displayed on the ground of the plaza. Those icons 
would be changed during time to time and the nature is the same that 
would reminds us about there are some people in the other part of the 





The Interactive News Gallery 
• The north facade allow more tranparent appearence 
• The south facade should be more enclosed 
Possibilities 
• More glazing surface on the north facade. The exhibition space and the 
movement of the visitors as a natural advertising board on top of the 
Nathan Road. 
• Putting the raster TV screens and TV walls, Billborads on the south 
facade can act as a solar barrier and can enrich the surface that enclosing 
the Channel Plaza and the Freedom Park. 
The Square part of the building (the Transparent Building) 
• internal louvers allow individual control of the shading device and free 
choice of degree of privacy, 
• Silked screen glazing acts like fritted glass with varies pattern acts as 
shading device. 
Internal Louvres created different 
kind of patterns 
Silk-screened glazing 
Expression and the image of the building 
(Medlarchitecture) 
Main Theme: 
Transparency, 3-dimensionally transforming the images of News object. 
Potentials 
News & Media Forum: is a place where one can encounter information incidentally, 
unexpectedly and without purpose. It should able to invoke unconscious activities. 
PossibHities 
” Dissolve the relationship between forms and funrAlnn^ 
• Identify the solid and void space in the programs so as to soften the 
form: 
• a pure and simple square form is chosen with three bubble spaces 
floating In between which accommodate the main spirit of the building 
complex: 
• to meet one another: roof level - the conference bubble 
• to create our future: first level - TV & Radio Workshop 
• to know more: plaza level - Broadcast Studio & 
Theatre. 
Conference Bubble 
TV & Radio 
Workshop 
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TV & Radio Workshop 
Broadcast Studio & Theatre 
Design State 
3 different appearance occupied by these 3 main spaces 
• Conference Bubble : 
with LCD media glass which is transparent at day time but turning into a 
mediated object at night time. 
• TV & Radio Workshop 
with LED system to allow layering of images to be projected onto the 
plaza 
• Broadcast Studio & Theatre 
transparent ring of glazing like a hemisphere floating on the air 
to display to the role of attraction. 
li 









Section through the side 
of the bubble 
Connection of the bubble 
with floor slab 





• Transparency symbolize ‘openness and our basic needs to know: 
• the main body of the building is Intended to be transparent with full 
height glazing. Activities of the users, visitors, different movement, 
interaction, unexpected gathering …form the facade of the building. 
• At night, the pure square forms turns to a pure projection surface which 
allows varies simulation, news Images to be cast on its skin. 
Model photo showing the transparent body 
3) 3-D transforming News Imaags 
• The whole building complex consists of a pure square building form (the 
main body) joins with a dynamic forms (the Interactive News Gallery). 
The gallery located above the flyover, a dynamic and free form is used in 
order to make it become a 3-d news object. Also, raster TV screens, TV 
walls, billboards are built on the facade facing the plaza. A new 3-d 
news object composed of color, images, words, sound, they over-
lay together to form a ‘news environment'. 
• On the north facade of the news gallery, the movement of the visitors, 
the display exhibits also form another news object which is in motion 
and would be changed days by days, fresh and renewed in different 
time like the properties of'News' 





facade facing the open spaces 
the facadeof the gallery, the circulation core and the fritted glass on the 
external skin of the square building as information carrier which is painted 
with different words, logos of the media groups and ideas of 'News'. 
3-D transforming News Images 




The electonic controlled media board which can 
moving perspective. 
create animated image with a 
Design State 
4) Animation Zone on the flyover level 
• The interactive gallery creates an semi-enclosed space beneath it which 
create a natural and ideal environment for animation. 
• Along the flyover level, series of electronic panels are set up, each panel 
would receive different electronic signal to display different patterns and 
images by various light and colour. When an object like a car which is in 
motion, i.e., its changing perspective enable it to experience an anima-
tion when the moving object passes through the zone in certain speed 
Passengers jn the cars can enjoy a new kind of experience, they can 
receive news, information and media in a new way. 
Visual Effects 
View is the result of light, as electromagnetic 
radiation with wavelength inside the visible 
threshold spectrum, transmitted from on side 
of the envelope to another 
When light strikes the surface of a body, it is 
reflected, transmitted or absorbed in various 
degree. 
The manipulation of these properties of the 
medium of the building envelope with respect 
to light of different wavelength can reshape 
the quality and characteristics of view per-
ception. 
Media Facade 
• There is major changes in 
architectural design in this new 
Electronic Age. Spaces no 
longer defined by traditional 
elements like window, doors, 
walls and columns but by 
media and images on the 
building envelope. Media 
facade should incorporate 
news and information with 
immaterial commodities. 
Communication and 
information display on the 
building envelope can 
combined by its basic functions 




Design for a media facade on the building 
complex: 
a) Images projection (the pure and square 
building) 
Different kinds of images can be projected onto the 
skin of the buildings: static or dynamic; colour or 
monochrome. The external skin of the buildings 
transformed to become a projection screen at night 
time. 
b) Fritted Glass (the lower part of the square 
building, the main entrance on the plaza level, 
the interactive news gallery, etc.) 
Building skin serves as information carrier and jt 
can help modifying the expression of a flat facade. 
c) LED Display System ( the skin of the TV & 
Radio Workshop) 
The LED display system( Light emitting Diode 
Display System Assembly) is composed of an array 
of box units. Each unit is equipped with light emitting 
diodes of the three primary colours (R, G, B) to 
interpret the colour and brightness of a particular 
pixel. The image-processor send individual varying 
voltage to each of these diode unit so that the emitted 
light will be mixed to display the specific colour. It is 
capable to work at day time and together with the 
relatively simple control system, it is widely used to 
broadcast moving images. The system is opaque 
and csmnot transmit light. 
d) LCD Display System ( the skin of the 
Conference Bubble) 
Transmittance of LCD panel can be varied upon 
the application of voltage. A pixelated matrix structure 
of such LCD panel on a conduit grid creates pattern 
activated from periphery by electric inputs from a 
micro-processor. When the LCD panels are turned 
off, it becomes transparent, ant it allow view through 
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